Rugged products designed for the mobile worker everywhere.

Gamber-Johnson’s attachable keyboard is designed exclusively for the Samsung Tab Active Pro rugged tablet computer. The tablet can be easily installed and removed from the keyboard and is conveniently charged through the keyboard’s USB-C port. The compact design of the Samsung tablet and attachable keyboard make it a perfect productivity tool for the mobile worker looking for a rugged portable solution they can take anywhere.

**Features**
- Integrated center touchpad with right and left mouse button
- 76-key keyboard with 12 function keys for custom operation
- Silicone rubber keys with white lettering and a rugged polycarbonate case
- POGO docking connector links the tablet to the keyboard
- USB-C charging port charges the tablet without having to separate it from the keyboard
- USB-A port to attach a mouse, another peripheral, or flash drive
- Easily connect the tablet to the keyboard; slip the bottom of the tablet into the case and snap the top of the case over the tablet
- Samsung S Pen is accessible when the tablet is docked in the keyboard case
- All the Samsung Tab Active Pro control buttons and rear camera are accessible when the tablet is docked onto the keyboard
- Friction hinge and screen footrest help to position the tablet at a comfortable desktop viewing angle
- Low-profile ergonomic design for ease of use in a mobile environment
- Rubber feet to prevent slippage
- 1 Year Warranty (not designed to be vehicle mounted)

**Specifications:**
- USB-A (2.0) Port: 5V @ 500mA
- Tablet input power: 5.4V, 1.5A
- Designed and tested to MIL-STD 810G shock and vibration specifications
- Temperature range:
  - OPERATING: -20°C to 60°C
  - STORAGE: -40°C to 85°C
- Designed to IP54 ingress specifications
- Two million actuations per key

**Compliance**
- FCC CLASS-B (For Home/Office Use)
- CE
- RoHS, REACH

**ITEM NO.** | **DESCRIPTION**
--- | ---
7160-1450-00 | US English - Attachable Keyboard for the Samsung Galaxy Tab Active Pro Tablet
7160-1450-01 | UK English
7160-1450-02 | German
7160-1450-03 | French
7160-1450-04 | Spanish
2-IN-1 ATTACHABLE KEYBOARD FOR THE SAMSUNG GALAXY TAB ACTIVE PRO